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Abstract: Target version is declared for the android apps. At the point when keep running on gadgets with later
Android forms, applications are executed in a similarity mode that endeavors to copy the conduct of the more
established target rendition. This outline has genuine security results. Applications that goal out of date Android
adjustments cripple basic security changes to the Android organize. We call the issue of uses concentrating on out
of date Android frames the target irregularity issue. We separate a dataset of 1,232,696 free Android applications
accumulated between May, 2012 and December, 2015 and exhibit that the target intermittence issue is an
authentic stress over the entire application organic group and has not changed amazingly in a significant extended
period of time. By and large, 93% of current applications center out of date arrange frames and have a mean
oldness of 686 days; 79% of uses are starting at now obsolete on the day they are exchanged to the application
store. Finally, we investigate seven security related changes to the Android arrange that are disabled in applications
that goal out of date organize frames and exhibit that target brokenness hamstrings attempts to upgrade the
security of Android applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Android has transformed into the most standard mobile
phone organize the world over, with more than one billion
dynamic contraptions [1]. Android goes up against two
critical security challenges in passing on secure code to
customers, break inside devices and discontinuity inside
applications. Contraption irregularity is a remarkable
concern [2]. Google does not control the dispersal of
Android devices or Android programming revives. Google
rather relies upon an arrangement of various associations to
pass on cutting edge Android programming to customers, as
new devices or programming revives. Because of the
scattered thought of this strategy, a far reaching number of
Android devices are missing the mark on date types of the
Android organize. Essential security patches don't
accomplish countless customers, growing the lifetime of
security vulnerabilities. Interestingly with device crack,
brokenness inside applications has become little thought
paying little heed to passing on practically identical security
results.
Android uncovered various fundamental library elements to
applications through the Android API. New forms of the
Android plat-frame can acquaint changes with the conduct of
existing library highlights. For instance, Android 4.4
changed the conduct of AlarmManager set to cluster
cautions set for comparable circumstances. This change
enhances battery life to the detriment of estimated alerts.
Behavioral changes, for example, this present an issue for
applications, which may all of a sudden break when a gadget
updates to another Android form. Google allocates every
Android stage form a whole number called an API level. To
keep up a level of advances compatibility and keep
applications from significantly changing their conduct all of
a sudden, each application has an objective API level.
IJCRCST © 2017 | All Rights Reserved

Applications that are keep running on gadgets with a higher
API level than their objective API level are executed in a
similarity mode that endeavors to coordinate the conduct of
gadgets with the objective API level as nearly as could be
expected under the circumstances. For instance, applications
that set their objective API level to 18 (Android 4.3) will
utilize the unbatched alert conduct notwithstanding when
keep running on a la mode Android gadgets.
Android stage changes can incorporate vital new security
highlights that either settle known issues with the Android
APIs or give additional security against assault. Any of these
elements handicapped by the similarity mode will be
inaccessible to applications that objective obsolete Android
levels. This outline implies that, notwithstanding when
running a progressive gadget, an application that objectives
an obsolete API level won't approach the most current
security highlights. Google does not distribute an
application's objective API level on the Google Play store so
there is no basic route for clients to know whether an
application focuses on an obsolete API level. Rather, clients
are completely helpless before application engineers. We call
this issue of applications focusing on obsolete API levels the
objective fracture issue.
The most surely understood outcome of the objective
fragmentation issue identifies with a remote code execution
weakness in Android WebView [3]. Programming interface
level 17 added new conducts to determine this weakness,
however this change is just connected to applications that
objective API level 17 or higher. A long time after the
helplessness was unveiled and settled in the Android stage,
applications can at present be powerless, notwithstanding
when keep running on the new stage, by focusing on
obsolete API levels. A few examinations inspecting this
helplessness have revealed the level of applications that
objective levels 16 or beneath [4, 5]. Be that as it may, this
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defenselessness is only one case of how the objective
fracture issue makes Android applications less secure and no
exploration has studied target discontinuity in its own
particular right.
To the best of our insight, this paper reports the primary
examination to recognize and measure the objective fracture
issue and its security suggestions at an expansive scale. In
this paper we think about target fracture in five datasets of
free Android applications gathered from the Google Play
store over right around four years. Altogether, these datasets
incorporate 1,232,696 applications. We measure inclines in
the objective fracture issue utilizing metadata acquired from
the Google Play store. At long last, we consider the security
ramifications of the objective fracture issue regarding a few
solid vulnerabilities. The major research questions and
results of our study are as follows:
What is the condition of the objective discontinuity issue in
the Android application biological community? We look at a
dataset of 60,086 free applications gathered from the Google
Play store in December, 2015 and locate that 93% of
applications focus outdated API levels. We characterize a
measure of "obsoleteness" and find that applications, all
things considered, target API levels that are 686 days
outdated.

of the objective fracture issue by looking at seven security
applicable changes in the Android stage and give the main
quantitative investigation of the expansive ramifications of
target discontinuity on the security of the Android biological
community

II.BACKGROUND
Bundled with every Android application is a show record.
The show record is a XML report that contains data around
an application, for example, the rundown of utilization parts,
asked for consents, and framework occasions to which the
application reacts [6]. The show contains two credits
significant to this investigation: a base API level
(minSdkVersion)
and
an
objective
API
level
(targetSdkVersion)1. The importance of the base API level is
extremely clear. An application can't be introduced on a
gadget with an Android level beneath the base API level.
This plan guarantees that applications are not introduced on
gadgets that need fundamental usefulness.
1
Manifests can also include a maximum API level, but since
Android 2.0.1 the maximum API level is no longer used for
anything other than filtering searches on the Google Play
store.

Do designers target obsolete Android versions or is
discontinuity caused by engineers deserting their
applications? To represent unmaintained applications, we
characterize a measure of "careless obsoleteness" that
measures obsoleteness from the date an application was
transferred to the application store and demonstrate that
objective fracture is not recently caused by dormant
applications. We find that applications gathered in
December, 2015 have a mean careless obsoleteness of 536
days.
Is target discontinuity an issue in the most mainstream
applications? We inspect the objective fracture issue as for
application prevalence and presume that objective
fragmentation is a major issue even among the most famous
applications. We locate that 88% of applications gathered in
December, 2015 and introduced more than one million times
focus outdated API levels. These applications have a mean
obsoleteness of 607 days and a mean careless obsoleteness of
493 days, just somewhat lower than the overall public.
Is the objective fracture issue ending up less extreme after
some time? We analyze the objective fracture comes about
because of the December, 2015 dataset with four different
datasets gathered from the Google Play store between May,
2012 and July, 2014. These datasets consolidated contain
1,232,696 applications. We locate that, other than a
developing tail of to great degree obsolete applications,
obsoleteness dispersions among the four most as of late
gathered datasets are fundamentally the same as, proposing
that the seriousness of the objective discontinuity issue has
not changed extensively in quite a while.
What are the particular security ramifications of the
objective discontinuity issue today? We extend the discourse
IJCRCST © 2017 | All Rights Reserved

TABLE I: An abbreviated Android version history.
An application's objective API level is utilized to keep up
advances similarity with new Android stages. In theevent
that the API level of a gadget is higher than an application's
objective API level, the gadget will empower similarity
components to coordinate the conduct of the objective API
level as nearly as could be expected under the circumstances.
The arrangement of similarity highlights empowered in
every API level can be found in the Android documentation
[7]. Note that applications can be securely introduced on
gadgets running lower API levels than the objective API
level. Designers can focus on the most current API level
without making their application inconsistent with more
established Android gadgets.
On the off chance that an application does not pronounce an
objective API level or if the objective API level is lower than
the base API level, the objective API level is set to the base
API level. For the rest of this paper we recognize the crude
target API level, which is the objective level recorded in the
show document, and the objective API level, which is the
objective level processed utilizing this lead and really
utilized by the Android working framework. Roughly 8% of
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applications today don't announce a legitimate crude target
API level.
The targetSdkVersion and minSdkVersion at-tributes take
whole number esteems called "Programming interface
levels" that compare to the diverse Android variant codes.
For the rest of this paper we utilize the API level esteems
(e.g., 17, 18, 19) as opposed to the variant codes (e.g., 4.2,
4.3, 4.4) while talking about various API adaptations. The
correspondence between late API levels and Android
rendition codes is displayed in Table I.
A. Security Concerns
It is not promptly evident from the Android documentation
that focusing on obsolete API levels can have security
suggestions. On the documentation page for the
targetSdkVersion property [8], Google recommends that developers should "increment the estimation of [the
targetSdkVersion] ascribe to coordinate the most recent API
level," yet there is no specify of the security outcomes of
focusing on obsolete API levels. On the "Security Tips" page
[9] there is no specify of target API level. One may accept that
the security outcomes of focusing on obsolete API levels are
negligible or nonexistent. In any case, there are critical
security changes in late Android forms that are not connected
to applications that objective obsolete API levels. For
instance, API levels 17 and 19 both contain changes that
counteract code infusion vulnerabilities in broadly utilized
components. A few other API levels change famous
components to have more secure default practices, giving an
additional layer of assurance. Table II records the real security
changes to the Android stage that can be handicapped by
focusing on

TABLE II: Selected security-relevant changes to the Android
plat-form.
Apps that target API levels below the listed levels do not have
the benefit of any security protection provided by these
changes. outdated Android levels. The details of these changes
and the vulnerabilities they close are discussed in Section V. If
a large number of apps target out-of-date API levels then these
changes, no matter how well intentioned, are made ineffective
and apps are put at unnecessary risk.
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III.METHODOLOGY
Our investigation breaks down a dataset of 1,232,696 free
applications collected from the Google Play application store
between May, 2012 and January, 2016. To gather these
applications we built up a framework to creep the Google Play
store to distinguish new applications, rub metadata from the
Google Play store, and download real application documents.
This framework was operational amid five brief time
windows, normally isolating our dataset into five littler
(Datasets A, B, C, D, and E, in turn around sequential request)
that relate to these time windows. Table III portrays the subtle
elements of these datasets and records the most current API
level at the time each dataset was gathered.
A. Collecting Apps
Our framework initially slithers the Google Play store for
applications to download. We consider an application
interesting on the off chance that it has a remarkable
application id2. To slither the Google Play store, we utilize
the accompanying four systems:
(1) creep the Google Play assigned classes for famous
applications and accumulations,
(2) creep arbitrary known engineer pages to search for new
applications,
(3) seek on the Google Play store utilizing words from
known application portrayals, and (4) separate all application
ids from URLs on crept pages.
Google distributes some metadata about applications on the
store. We rub and gather metadata about each slithered
application including the date the latest adaptation of that
application was transferred to the application store and the
quantity of gadgets on which the application has been
installed3.

TABLE III: An overview of the five datasets used in
this study and the most current API level at the time
each dataset was collected.
To download applications we utilize a strategy like the one
portrayed by Viennot, Garcia, and Nieh [10]. While trying to
productively gather as assorted an arrangement of
utilizations as could reasonably be expected, we just
download applications with at no other time seen application
ids. For each dataset aside from Dataset A, we endeavored to
download each application with an at no other time seen
application id recognized amid slithering. Because of time
imperatives (and specialized difficulties), Dataset An is just
www.ijcrcst.com
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a subset of the accessible applications. We talk about the
impact of this gathering strategy in Section VI-B.
The value of the id query parameter of the app’s Google Play
URL, for example com.instagram.android in the URL
play.google.com/store/
apps/details?id=com.instagram.android. Note that this is not
necessarily the same as the app’s package name
Precise install counts are not available. Google Play reports a
range of possible install counts with two buckets per order of
agnitude. For example, an app might have a reported install
count between 10,000 and 50,000.

B. Analysis
The Google Play store distributes each application's base
API level however does not distribute target API levels. We
utilize apktool [11], a static investigation apparatus that
believers bundled applications into comprehensible
documents, to extricate shows and record their objective API
levels. Since our database of applications is to a great degree
extensive, it is unrealistic to perform complex static
investigation. The greater part of the static examination
utilized as a part of this investigation is absolutely syntactic,
which we perform by handling the small portrayal of
application bytecode separated by apktool.

IV.EVALUATION
In this segment we measure the degree of the objective
fragmentation issue. We start by showing that the dominant
part of inspected applications target obsolete API levels. We
characterize an obsoleteness metric that measures the
seriousness of the objective fracture issue for individual
applications and in addition over a populace of applications.
We demonstrate that the objective discontinuity issue is
basically caused by designer carelessness as opposed to
applications that lie decrepit on the application store. We
look at our obsoleteness metric amongst well known and
disliked applications and demonstrate that objective
discontinuity is an issue even among the most famous
applications. At long last, we demonstrate that obsoleteness
bends are comparative in the four most as of late gathered
datasets. This outcome recommends that, unless the
objective fracture issue is reevaluated, it might proceed with
a similar scale later on. Because of the vast sizes of our
datasets, we trust that these outcomes apply comprehensively
to the whole Google Play biological community.
A. Destination Discontinuity Today
Figure 1 demonstrates the dissemination of target API levels
for applications in Dataset A, the dataset containing the most
current applications. It is quickly evident that the tremendous
dominant part of applications doesn’t target API level 23, the
most current API level at the time Dataset A was gathered. All
the more definitely, we locate that 93% of applications in
Dataset An objective API levels 22 or lower.
Applications that objective more obsolete API levels will
probably miss essential security changes. We are not quite
recently keen on if an application is obsolete yet additionally
in how obsolete an application is. We characterize a
quantitative measure called "obsoleteness" as the distinction
(in days) between the discharge date of an application's
IJCRCST © 2017 | All Rights Reserved

objective API level and the discharge date of the most current
API level at the season of the application was gathered. We
locate a middle obsoleteness of 704 days and a mean
obsoleteness of 686 days

V.CONCLUSION
Android applications indicate an objective API level and keep
running in a similarity mode on gadgets with higher API
levels. The similarity mode can incapacitate vital security
changes in the Android stage. We call the issue of applications
focusing on obsolete API levels the objective fracture issue. In
this investigation we examine a dataset of more than one
million Android applications gathered more than four years
and demonstrate that the vast dominant part of gathered
applications target obsolete API levels. We inspect the handy
ramifications of target discontinuity on seven security changes
to the Android stage and demonstrate that objective fracture
hamstrings new security highlight
We trust that applying security changes in this discretionary
way is a defective approach that penances security at the
sacrificial stone of similarity. Designers turn into another snag
to securing applications and clients have no methods for
guaranteeing that their applications focus on the most current
API levels. The objective fracture issue is additionally
intensified by the coupling of security changes and nonsecurity changes. We trust that by revealing insight into this
issue, engineers can turn out to be more mindful of the
outcomes of focusing on obsolete API levels and this defective
plan can be rethought and changed so that there is less open
door for Android applications to work without access to
imperative security highlights.
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